
Jewelry Display Stands
 

Every woman wants to look cute and beautiful in her attire and looks. Jewelry necklace
plays a major role in beauty. Jewelry necklace is one of the most important elements in the
makeup of a woman. A necklace is an ornamental chain or string of beads, jewels, or links
worn round the neck. A necklace can be of diamond, artificial, gold or silver. No other jewelry
can replace the priority of a jewelry necklace. A necklace is one of the oldest adornments by
humans. Nowadays, a jewelry necklace becomes a wealth and status symbol for people.

 

A good necklace must be treated with care with the help of a jewelry necklace display,
jewelry display for long necklaces, and jewelry display for short necklaces. A necklace can be
of a medium, long, and short size depending upon the choice and preference of the
customer. Accordingly, display cases are different for different necklaces.

 

Sometimes, a customer may think that what she will do with all that display case. Here
are some of the benefits of jewelry display for long necklaces and jewelry necklace display

 

1.A jewelry necklace display increases the shine of the necklace. It enables the
customer to see the jewelry in its best form.

 

2.A necklace becomes more presentable in front of the customer. As a piece of jewelry
alone may be less appealing in comparison to how it would look like when adorned with
complete care. A good display helps the customer to imagine that condition.

 

3.A jewelry necklace display increases the pricing of the necklace so that the retailer
can get more benefits from it.

 

In the modern world, consumer demand is not limited. They always look for different
varieties and shapes of jewelry necklace display or jewelry display for long necklaces, to keep
their jewelry. When you go to a market you will find that a jewelry necklace display is
available in different sizes and different materials. These are fallen into five main categories.

https://www.displaystandsupplier.com/products/Customized-high-grade-metal-glass-jewelry-store-display-case-for-jewelry.html


 

●T-bar displays - These displays are the hanging type displays.

 

●Busts -  These displays can be fully adorned to represent the complete picture.

 

●Trays - Better trays help to represent the jewelry in a better way.

 

●Jewelry mannequins - These are full human-shaped displays for a holistic look.

 

Sometimes a customer may demand different holding options. Some of them are:

 

●Wooden Material -  It gives a classic look to the accessories displayed.

 

●Acrylic material - They provide better customization in the display type and can be
formed accordingly.

 

●Velvet material - Best suited for small and premium pieces of jewelry.

 

●Hardboard - These are simple displays that can be sued for inexpensive items.

 

Finding the right jewelry necklace display or jewelry display for long necklaces is quite
difficult but where there is a problem there is a solution. We are leading providers of jewelry
necklace display, jewelry display for long necklaces, jewelry necklace display wholesale
providers in the city. We are dealing in B2B and B2C both. We will help you to find your right
jewelry necklace display for your own use or we will provide you the best deals if you look for
wholesale as well.

 

https://www.displaystandsupplier.com/products/Factory-direct-OEM-wooden-countertop-jewelry-earring-display-rack.html


Product Description
Product Type t-shaped necklace display stand
Product Name T-shape clear acrylic jewelry necklace display stand for necklace
Model No. DT-JD5
Size 200x80x210mm or customized
Main material Acrylic
Color White,Black,Red,Etc.
MOQ 100PCS
Thickness 2~5mm
Sample time 7~12Days
Production time 25~30 Days
Surface Finished Powder Coating/Painting/Chrome
Process cut-bend-shape-polish-painting-packing
Delivery Terms EXW,FOB,CIF

Payment Terms T/T:30% Deposit+70% Balance before shipment, PayPal, Western union or
negotiable

Packing
Wrap by plastic film for waterproof
12KG 20MM EPS foam for anti-drop
K=K Double layers brown carton suit for any shipment



Why Choose US
 

With more than 17 years striving,Detron display grew to be a experienced and skillful
crafter in POP industry who is your solution of any acrylic display with a full set of custom
made service and logistic standby.



 

If you have any question,welcome to Contact us.

https://www.displaystandsupplier.com/contact-us.html

